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Abstract 
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Introduction 
Approximate fibrations, introduced and extensively studied by Coram and Duvall [ 1,2], 
form an important class of mappings, nearly as efficacious as Hurewicz fibrations yet 
more pervasive and to a certain extent more tractable, in that the set of all approximate 
fibrations p: X + Y between compact metric spaces is a closed subset of the mapping 
space C(X, Y). Given an approximate fibration p : M + B between ANRs, Coram and 
Duvall [l] developed a homotopy exact sequence 
. ’ ’ + 7Ti+l (B) + Ti (p-lb) + Ti(M) 4 7Ti(B) + . ’ ’ 
just like the one for Hurewicz fibrations, relating homotopy data of the total space, 
base space, and typical fiber. Furthermore, again just as with Hurewicz fibrations, p 
has a Leray-Serre spectral sequence relating cohomology data of these three objects. 
Consequently, when B is a homotopy m-sphere, there exists a cohomological Wang 
exact sequence [5] 
. . . + W(M) 4 w(p-lb) 4 Hq--m+’ (p-lb) t w+‘(M) -+ . . . 
To profit from such information, it becomes desirable to have quickly applicable recog- 
nition criteria, that is, natural conditions under which a given map is an approximate 
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fibration. With any PL approximate fibration defined on a connected domain, all point 
preimages have the same homotopy type. The most natural condition involves the identi- 
fication of manifolds N sustaining the converse, in the sense that any PL map p : A4 -+ I3 
defined on an n-manifold M and under which all point preimages p-lb are homotopy 
equivalent to N is an approximate fibration. 
In order to explain more fully, we set forth some notation and fundamental terminology 
to be employed throughout: M is a connected, orientable, PL (n + k)-manifold, B is a 
polyhedron, and p : M -+ B is a PL map such that each p-lb has the homotopy type of a 
closed, connected n-manifold. When N is a fixed orientable n-manifold - ordinarily here 
N will denote complex projective m-space @P” of real dimension n = 2m - such a (PL) 
map p : M -+ B is said to be N-like if each p-lb collapses to an n-complex homotopy 
equivalent to N (this PL tameness feature, slightly limiting the level of generality posited 
in the previous paragraph, imposes significant homotopy-theoretic relationships between 
N and preimages of links in B, which are revealed in [5, Lemma 2.41). We call N a 
codimension k PLJibrator if, for every orientable (n + k)-manifold M and N-like PL 
map p: M -+ B, p is an approximate fibration. Finally, if N has this property for all 
k > 0, we simply call N a PL$brator. 
Remarkably, only two types of manifolds are known not to be PL fibrators: those 
failing already in codimension 2 and those having a sphere as Cartesian factor. Most, but 
not quite all [3, 561, of the codimension 2 examples are manifolds admitting a regular, 
cyclic self-covering. On the positive side, results of [5] indicate that manifolds in a 
surprisingly large class act as PL fibrators. Among closed orientable 2-manifolds, all 
but the 2-sphere and the torus have this general feature. Among closed orientable 3- 
manifolds, those having hyperbolic, Sol or SLz(R) geometric structure are PL fibrators, 
and so are a large class of connected sums. 
The primary result promises that @pn is a codimension 2n+2 PL fibrator. By develop- 
ing fairly rich fibrator properties for a class of simply connected manifolds with nontrivial 
second homotopy group, this breaks new ground, for previous work treated rather dif- 
ferent situations. The initial and basic theorem [8] showed that all (k - 1)-connected 
manifolds (k > 1) are codimension k fibrators. Beyond it, typically conditions on the 
fundamental group combined with triviality of higher homotopy groups to determine 
fibrator properties. For instance, [5] gives fundamental group conditions under which 
aspherical manifolds are PL fibrators, and [6] gives similar conditions under which man- 
ifolds with closed and (k - l)-connected universal covers are codimension k fibrators. 
One notable case permitting nontrivial higher homotopy appears in [5, $81, where un- 
der mild (possibly unnecessary) ~1 -restrictions 3-manifolds which are connected sums 
of nonsimply connected ones and which have infinite first homology are shown to be 
PL fibrators. 
As a by-product, this paper effectively demonstrates the relevance of a decomposition 
theory question, which arises in context highlighted by Lemma 1: given a PL approximate 
fibration p: L’ A L with fiber N, where L’ is the boundary of an arbitrary regular 
neighborhood of N in some higher dimensional PL manifold, under what conditions on 
N is L a (homotopy) sphere? 
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Finally, credit must be given to E. Edelstein [9, Chapter VI] for emphasizing the 
usefulness of the cohomology cup product in this subject, and thanks must be extended 
to the referee who appropriately demanded several clarifications. 
1. Definitions 
A manifold is understood to be connected, metric and boundaryless. When boundary 
occurs, the object will be called a manifold with boundary. Keep in mind the overriding 
assumption that all manifolds labelled M or N here are orientable. A homotopy (homol- 
ogy) n-sphere is understood to be an n-manifold having the homotopy (homology) type 
of the n-sphere, 5’“. 
A proper map p: M + B between locally compact ANR’s is called an approximate 
jibration if it has the following approximate homotopy lifting property: given an open 
cover 0 of B, an arbitrary space X, and two maps f : X + M and F : X x I -+ B 
such that pf = Fo, there exists a map F’ :X x I + M such that Fi = f and pF’ is 
Q-close to F. The latter means: to each z E X x I there corresponds U, E R such that 
{F(z), pF’(z)) c uz. 
The (absolute) degree of a map f : N + N, where N is a closed, connected, ori- 
entable n-manifold, is the nonnegative integer d such that the induced endomorphism of 
H,(N; 2) ?’ 2 amounts to multiplication by d, up to sign. A closed manifold N is hop- 
jian if it is orientable and if every degree one map N + N inducing a 7rt-automorphism 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
The symbol X is used to denote Euler characteristic. 
2. Results 
We start with a brief methodological overview, which simultaneously fixes some ad- 
ditional standard notation. With an arbitrary PL map p: M + B, we will investigate 
collapses R: S’ + p-lv, where 2, denotes a vertex of B and S’ the preimage of a star 
of 21 relative to B; p is an approximate fibration if R restricts to homotopy equivalences 
p-‘c + p-‘v for arbitrary points c in the corresponding link L of ‘u [2] (cf. [4, Lemma 
5.11). When p-t c, p-‘v are homotopically equivalent n-manifolds, this is often con- 
firmed by verifying that Rip-‘c induces Hn- and 7rt-isomorphisms (a hopfian property 
imposed on fibers postulates that such isomorphisms ensure R : p-‘c + p-‘v is a homo- 
topy equivalence). The usual strategy is to assume p restricts to approximate fibrations 
on L’ = p-’ (L), to relate homology and homotopy data of fibers in L’ with that of L’ 
itself (typically this is the delicate step), and finally to compare the latter with the same 
data concerning S’, for obviously the data of S’ is isomorphic to that of p-‘v. 
Next we define terms used only in the two initial results. A group r is hopfian if 
every epimorphism r -+ r is an automorphism; r is normally cohopjian if, for each 
monomorphism $ : r + r such that the image under 111 is a normal subgroup of r, II, is 
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an automorphism. For the main application, one could safely ignore these group-theoretic 
concepts by consistently supposing N simply connected. 
Lemma 1. Let N denote a closed, orientable, hopfian n-manijold with the following 
properties: ~1 (N) is a hop&m group; Hj (N) = 0 for 0 < j < m; and H”(N) is in the 
subring of H* (N) g enerated by H”(N). Suppose N is a codimension k - 1 PLjbratol; 
m+l < Ic, andp:iW+” + B is an N-like PL map. Then p is an approximate$bration 
if and only zf each link L c B is a homotopy (k - 1)-sphere. 
Proof. For the forward implication, see [4, Theorem 5.41. For the reverse, assume each 
link L is a homotopy (k - 1)-sphere. From an application of Lefshetz duality we obtain 
H,(S’,L’) 2 H@‘,S’\p-‘u) 
~2 Hn+k-i (p-‘TJ) E Hn+k-z(N) ” 0, i < m + 1 < k, 
and Hi(S’, L’) ” 0 in the same range by universal coefficients. Inspecting the long exact 
sequence of (9, L’), we find that H”(9) + Hm(L’) is an isomorphism, so Hm(L’) 
coincides with Hm(N) 3 Hm (p-l II) ” Hm(S’). By assumption and the Codimension 
Reduction Lemma of [4, Lemma 3.11, pi L’ : L’ -+ L is an approximate fibration. 
Using the hypothesis that L is a homotopy (k - 1)-sphere, we exploit the Wang exact 
sequence for plL’ (cf. [5, §5]), the crucial part of which is 
0 z H”-‘-(“-i)+‘(F) -+ H”(L’) + Hm(F) + Hm-(k-‘)+l(F). (*) 
Here F represents a typical tiber p-’ c, c E L. Note that the term on the right is either 
trivial or, in case m = k-2, free. Keeping in mind that Hm(L’) and H”(S’) Z Hm(F) 
are the same group, we conclude that in (*) above H”(L’) + Hm(F) is an isomorphism. 
Specify a standard collapse map R: S’ + p-‘w. It follows that Rip-‘c and the relevant 
inclusions induce a composite isomorphism 
H”(p-‘v) -+ Hm(S’) --f Hm(L’) -+ Hm(F = p-‘c). 
Now the hypotheses concerning the ring structure of H*(F = N) yields the same at the 
nth cohomology level, ensuring that Rip-‘c : p-‘c + p-‘V is a degree one map between 
two copies of N. Since N is a hopfian manifold with hopfian fundamental group, this 
means that Rip-‘c is a homotopy equivalence. Hence, p is an approximate fibration [2] 
(or see [5, Theorem 3.11). 0 
Lemma 2. Let N denote a closed, orientable, hopfan n-manifold with the following 
properties: ~1 (N) is a hop$an, normally cohopfian group in which the only Abelian 
normal subgroup is the trivial one; Hj(N) = 0 for 0 < j < m; H”(N) is in the 
subring of H*(N) generated by Hm(N); and N is a PL codimension m + 1 fibrator 
Then N is a PL codimension 2mjibrator; furthermore, N is a PL codimension 2m + 1 
fibrutor when x(N) # 0. 
Proof. Inductively assume N is a PL codimension k - I fibrator, where m + 1 < k < 
2m (m + 1 < k < 2m + 1, when x(N) # 0). I n order to confirm the codimension k 
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librator property, consider an N-like PL map p: APfk 4 B. By Lemma 1, it suffices 
to establish that each link L c B is a homotopy (Ic - 1)-sphere. 
Either Theorem 3.7 of [4] (for lc < 2m) or Lemma 2.14 of [5] (for k = 2m + I) 
implies L is a homology (Ic - 1)-sphere. As before, pJL’ is an approximate fibration, and 
its homotopy exact sequence 
7Q(L) -+ 7r](N) -+ 7rl(L’) -+ 7rI(L) -+ 1 
shows that rrt (N) t ~1 (L’) . IS an isomorphism, due to the abstract isomorphism ~1 (L’) M 
~1 (N) promised by [5, Lemma 2.41 and the prevailing hypotheses concerning this group. 
As a result, ~1 (L) = 0, and L is a homotopy sphere. 0 
Corollary 3. Suppose N is a simply connected, closed n-manifold which is a PL codi- 
rnension m + 1 fibrator; suppose also that Hj(N) = 0 for 0 < j < m and H”(N) is in 
the subring of H’(N) g enerated by Hm(N). Then N is a PL codimension 2mfibrator; 
furthermore, N is a PL codimension 2m + 1 jibrator when x(N) # 0. 
Remark. Each simply connected closed manifold N is hopfian, by the Whitehead The- 
orem and the fact that any degree one map N + N is a homology equivalence. 
Lemma 4. CP” is a codimension 5 PLJibrator; and QPn is a codimension 9 PLjibrator: 
Proof. Due to I-connectedness, CP” is a codimension 2 fibrator [8]. The key involves 
proving it is a codimension 3 PL fibrator. To that end, consider a @I’“-like PL map 
pz &&If3 -+ B and an arbitrary link L c B. By [4, Corollary 3.91 L is a 2-sphere. 
Accordingly, the Serre cohomology sequence [ 12, p. 519; 11, p. 1351 of p[L’ : L’ t L 
gives 
0 -+ H’(L) -+ H*(L’) + H*(F) -+ 0 
and provides a representation of H2(L’) as a direct sum of p* (H*(L)) and a summand 
sent isomorphically onto H*(F). Specifically, H*(L’) has generators y’, r’ with 7’ E 
p*(H*(L)) and, thus, 7’ - 7’ = 0 (since H4(L = S*) = 0) and with y’ sent to a 
generator of H*(F) while 7’ is sent to 0 there. 
Name a generator a of H*(S’), and write its image in H*(L’) as ay’ + br’. Since (Y u 
(Y then generates H4(S’), its image 2~’ in H4(L’) is part of a basis (integer coefficients) 
for H4(L’), because amidst the long exact sequence of (S’, L’) we see 
0 2 H4(S’, L’) + H4(S’) -+ H4(L’) + 2 -+ 0 g H’(S’) 
Now u’ is expressed as 
(ay’ + br’) - (a-f’ + b7’) = a+’ - 7’) + 2aqy - T’) 
= a [a(?’ ..-, 7’) + 2b(y’ - r’)], 
and the basis property makes a = *l necessary. Therefore, the image of Q: in H2(F) 
generates there as well. Cup product features ensure that the generator 77 of H2n(S’) 
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is sent to a generator of H’“(F), since 77 is the n-fold cup product of copies of cy. In 
other words, the obvious map p- ‘c = F + S’ -+ p-‘v has (absolute) degree 1. As a 
result, c=P” is a codimension 3 PL fibrator [5, Theorem 3.11. Now Corollary 3 gives the 
conclusion about codimension 5. 
The argument involving QPn is similar. 0 
Lemma 5. Let p : Mzn+lc -+ B denote a @Pn-like PL map, where CPn is a codimension 
k - 1 PL$brator; k < 2n + 3, and L is a link in B. Then either L is a homotopy sphere 
or q(L) % 74L) g 2. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 4, we can assume k > 5. For 2 < i < min {k - 1,2n} 
ni(L’) E zi(S’) 2 xi(@P”) ?Z 0 [5, Lemma 2.41. Thus, in the homotopy exact sequence 
of pi L’, for 3 < i < min {k - 1,2n} we have 
0 ” ni(L’) + 7ri(L) + IT_] 2 0, 
indicating ri(L) E’ 0 for such i; furthermore, the lower portion of that sequence 
0 = q(L’) + q(L) + 7rz(F) + 7rz(L’) + ~Q(L) -+ q(F) ” 0 
and the fact that li~z(L’) E “z(F) E 2 combine to give that either 
(1) 7rj(L) g 7rz(L) g 2, 
(2) 7rj(L) E ~Q(L) E 0, or 
(3) nj(L) g 0 and 7rz(L) # 0 is finite. 
Exploiting even more of the sequence, one can conclude that L is simply connected. 
The main object of the argument is to rule out (3). When k < 2n + 2 it is ruled out 
immediately by [6, Lemma 2.91. When k equals 2n + 2 or 2n + 3, L would be a l- 
connected (k - I)-manifold with 7rz(L) # 0 finite cyclic and ni(L) %f 0 for 2 < i < 2n; 
hence, L could be converted into a K(7rz(L), 2) space by attaching cells of dimension 
2n + 1 and higher. Here 0 ” H’ (L) 2 H’(L) , so in either case Hzn(L) ” 0, by duality, 
and 0 ” Hzn(L) 2 Hzn(K(7r2(L), 2)), m contradiction to calculations of [lo] giving 
HZt (K(7r2(L), 2)) # 0 for all t 3 0. 
Finally, when (2) holds, L is a t-connected, closed (k - 1)-manifold, where t = 
min{k - 2,2n - l}. Even is the extreme cases 2n < k < 2n + 3, duality and the 
Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem [ 12, §VII.S] ensure L is (k - 2)-connected and, hence, 
a homotopy (k - 1)-sphere. 0 
Lemma 6. rf x(W) # 0 and p: M t B is an N-like map dejined on an odd- 
dimensional manifold M, then x(L) = 2. 
Proof. Since 5” is odd dimensional, 
x(L’) = 2. x(S’) = 2. x(N), 
and application of [5, Lemma 2.21 then yields 
x(L). x(N) = x(L’) = 2. x(N). q 
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Theorem 7. @Pn is a codimension 2n + 2 PL jbratol: 
Proof. Suppose fZ=P” is a codimension k - 1 PL fibrator, 5 < k < 2n+2, p : M2n+k+B 
is any cCP”-like PL map, and L is any link in B. Here L is a l-connected closed 
(k - I)-manifold, and the goal is to prove it is a homotopy (k - 1)-sphere, for then 
Lemma 1 will certify that p is an approximate fibration, as desired. Keep in mind that 
H3(S’, L’) Z H2n+k-j(p-‘v) 2 0 for j < k, so HJ (S’, L’) 2 0 for j in the same range. 
From the long exact sequence of the pair (S’, L’), Hj (S’) + Hj (L’) is an isomorphism 
forjck-landaninjectionforj=k-1. 
Case 1: Even k. Based on the preceding observations, the [(k - 2)/2]-fold cup product 
of each nonzero element of H*(L’) with itself is nontrivial. If L is not a sphere, Lemma 5 
shows 7rz(L) E 2, and a combination of the Hurewicz Theorem and a Universal Coef- 
ficient Theorem gives H2(L) Z 2. Then the Serre exact sequence of pJL’ reveals that 
p* : H’(L) -+ H*(L’) is an injection. However, the [(k - 2)/2]-fold cup product of any 
element of p* (Hz(L)) with itself must be trivial, as H”-‘(L) = 0 by duality. 
Case 2: Odd k < 2n. As mentioned earlier, H2i(S’) + Hzi(L’) is an injection for 
2i < k. In addition, Hkfl(S’, L’) ” 0, so H Icfl S’ 4 Hkf’ (L’) is also an injection ( ) 
and k + 1 < 2n. Hence, the [(k + 1)/2]-fold cup product of each nonzero element of 
H2(L’) with itself is nontrivial. If L were not a sphere, we would attain a contradiction 
just as in Case 1, for the Serre exact sequence of p[L’ would show p* : H2(L) + H*(L’) 
to be an injection, but the [(k + 1)/2]-fold cup product of any element of p* (H2(L)) 
with itself would be trivial, since dim L = k - 1 forces H”+‘(L) = 0. 
Case 3: k = 2n+ 1. If the link L C B is not a 2n-sphere, once again H’(L) g Z and 
p* : H2(L) + H(L') . IS an isomorphism. Moreover, Hi (S’) + Hi (L’) is an isomorphism 
for i < 2n. By general position, the inclusion p-‘V -+ S’ is homotopic in S’ to a 
map f :p-iv + L’. Now note that pf :p-‘v + L induces an isomorphism of H* 
and, therefore, is a degree one map; consequently, pf induces an injection Hi(L) + 
Hi (p-’ v). This makes Hi(L) ” 0 for odd i and yields x(L) > 2, a contradiction to 
Lemma 6. 0 
Although it is possible to prove even more, particularly in low codimensions - for 
instance, that @P2 is a codimension 7 PL fibrator - Theorem 7 seems to be an appropriate 
stopping point. The real issue now is whether @P” is a PL fibrator, which ought to be 
decideable: QIP” fits the hypotheses of a question raised earlier [5], which asks whether 
a closed n-manifold must be a PL fibrator if it is one in codimension n + 1. 
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